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Maia Mapper targets high definition imaging of element distribution in geological samples, such as drill
core and large polished rock slabs, at spatial scales between the traditional realms of X-ray microanalysis
and imaging, at the (sub)micron to mm scale, and the macroscale, typically sampled in the geological
environment by bulk sampling at the meter scale. It uses focused X-rays from a laboratory micro-focus
source and builds on the success of the Maia detector array in geology [1] to achieve imaging of up to
~80 M pixels over a 500 × 150 mm2 sample area, as part of the analytical workflow of the Advanced
Resource Characterization Facility, which spans spatial scales from ore deposit to atomic scales.
Maia Mapper combines (see Fig. 1) (i) the Maia detector array and fluorescence imaging system [2,3],
with its large solid-angle (1.3 sr) and high count-rate capacity (>10 M/s), event-mode operation,
millisecond pixel transit times in fly-scan mode and real-time spectral deconvolution and imaging [4],
(ii) the high brightness MetalJet D2 liquid metal jet micro-focus X-ray source from Excillum (using high
In I2 alloy) [5], (iii) an efficient XOS polycapillary lens with a flux gain ~15,900 at 21 keV into a ~32 µm
focus and an acceptance at the source of ~43 µm (at 24 keV), (iv) a sample scanning stage engineered for
standard drill-core sections, and (v) a shielded enclosure providing radiation and motion safety [6].

Figure 1: Maia Mapper (left) showing stage and kinematic mount in fore-ground and Maia detector in
front of Excillum source, and (right) sectional view of Maia showing the in-vacuum 100 mm-long
polycapillary lens on its 4-axis piezo adjuster that aligns it with the source spot and output collimator [6].
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Areas to be scanned and sample metadata are added to a scan list and stored in a key-value store. Selected
scans in the list are run in an automated sequence with Maia event data and metadata logged to cloud
storage. DA images, detector spectra and a count-rate map are displayed in real-time using a graphical
client.
Count-rates up to ~3 M/s are observed on drill core samples, with detection from 2 to beyond 32 keV (Ba
K) and low dead-time per pixel per detector of up to ~1.5%. Typical transit time per 30 µm pixel is 2-12
ms with a distribution reflecting speed variations in the Galil stage controller. The images are normalized
to pixel transit time and show no evidence for uncorrected stage speed variations or source intensity
fluctuations, which is consistent with accurate time per pixel determination (20 ns precision) and tight
Excillum emission current regulation [6]. Automated scans are executed in sequence with display of
deconvoluted element component images accumulated in real-time in the Maia detector using the
Dynamic Analysis (DA) method [7] of the GeoPIXE software [8].

Figure 2: Maia Mapper Fe-Mn-Pb RGB
images of drill core from the Abra Pb-Zn-Ag
deposit (288 × 47 mm2; 9600 × 1567 pixels
@ 30 µm, 3.0 ms each; source: 200 W,
70 kV into 20 µm with a 1.0 mm Al filter).
Applied to drill core and rock slabs in mineral exploration or ore body delineation campaigns, the Maia
Mapper yields element images of up to 80 M pixels with a spatial resolution of ~32 µm, as observed on
sharp euhedral grain boundaries (e.g. Fig. 2). Despite this large beam and pixel size, the system is sensitive
to rare, microscopic precious metal particles with detection limits for single gold particles down to 3 µm
in diameter [6]. Hence, it is possible with Maia Mapper to detect single gold particles down to 3 µm in
diameter in an area of ~100 cm2 at a rate of ~10 minutes per cm2 [9].
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